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About This Game

Years ago humans have encountered an android species that appear to be more than violent, cruel killers.
Today you are one of the robotic machines from the army on the Earth. It is the first strike on our enemies and we really need

your help to win.

How long can you stand against all these enemies? Stop the endless waves of enemies

Key features:

Upgradeable robot and weapons

Several types of enemies, which differ with each other by look and power

Remember that, despite everything, we must have soldiers backs. Take care, bro.
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Good job wrapping up the The Black Mirror trilogy here. This game plays right behind the second one and has similar
playability through the story. Not awesome by any stretch, but good all the same, I enjoyed it. I'll give this a 7 out of 10,
gameplay just feels a bit smoother than the last one. Both good games though.. This is free, so why not? More specifically, this
game offers a short, detailed experience. I don't want to spoil the story, but it's pretty good.

10/10.
������������������. Although this game is not a Horrible game, its not that enjoyable combat is very repeatitive and some enemies
have macanics that just don't make sense also the trade system is meh so-so. i regret buying this
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fantastic game. the mechanics of flight are surprisingly simple and easy to learn, despite the lack of tutorial. i highly recomend
this game.. Absolutely incredible game. Mind-bogglingly engrossing story. Very few games can give you that slightly excited,
slightly blue "just finished a great book" feeling. The Mercury Man pulls that off like nothing I've seen before. Great graphics?
Sure, yeah. Great combat and gameplay? Sure, yeah. But it's the writers who deserve gold medals for this one. This game's story
has left me wanting more.. The Tape is a psychologic horror game in a first person view what a bit can remembering a walking
simulator.

This game mostly based at creepy atmosphere, all game style follow this. The darkness, footage style with even more creepy
mode, strange and weird objects. The story in a game enough simple, but how i said the atmosphere well compensate that,
especially if you use a "heavy" camera mode, its can be very creepy. The game graphic not the best, but this you can miss
because in a shadow you mostly don´t see a lot detail. The sounds are okey, well fit to game atmosphere.

So my verdict

+creepy atmosphere
+interesting camera mode
+steam achievements

-a bit buggy
-no trading cards

This game a very specific i think, because not all people like a horror games, especially a psychologic horror games like this,
mostly people like games with more action. Well, this game do really creepy atmosphere, so if you are big horror fan you will
should try it even though this game have a little problems too.. Kinda bad, after buying this, i played for 5 minutes and then got
reminded of Need For Speed Underground 2, so i just went and played that instead. This is an old school style arcade space
shooter game. The controls took me a bit to get use to as they use Q-W-E-R to shoot and the mouse to scroll the ship. It is basic
but it is still fun and challenging!. A LOT of fun with 3 friends!

Check out our new game Last Alive!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Last Alive is out! Stand against hordes of zombies, use all your courage
and skills to win this battle!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/875360/Last_Alive/

Check the game out and let us know what you think!
Real Fighting Team. Check out our new game Unbroken Warrior!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Unbroken Warrior is out! Take part in the most bizarre fighting
tournament. Train your fighter and win the battle!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/878410/Unbroken_Warrior/
Check the game out and let us know what you think!
Real Fighting Team. Order is restored! Game logo is fixed!:
Hello, sharp-eyed players! As you have spotted already, there was a hilarious mistake in the game logo. How shameful indeed!
We are very sorry for that - but we took urgent measures: our designer and community manager were fired from their jobs and
then they were involuntarily employed as a moving targets at the battle robot test site!. Check out our new game Wrestlers
Without Boundaries!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Wrestlers Without Boundaries is out! Start a career of the professional
wrestler, defeat all your rivals and win the title of the best wrestler ever!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/860580/Wrestlers_Without_Boundaries/?beta=0

Check the game out and let us know what you think!
Real Fighting Team. Special offer from Real Fighting, "5 in 1" unique Bundle!:
We are glad to present you a special games Bundle. It includes games full of action, fights, and destruction. Find a game to your
taste!

The Bundle includes:. Summer Sale - Steel Arena: Robot War 75% Off!:
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Summer Sale’s here - it's time to get all the games you want! So here’s a 75% discount on our Steel Arena: Robot War game -
hope that you’ll enjoy it!

Real Fighting Team. Jurassic City Walk Is Out Now!:
We're glad to announce that Jurassic City Walk is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!

Control an ancient monster, caught up in the huge city. Unleash your anger, crush buildings and other objects on the way. But be
careful, human armed forces will try to stop you, using all available weapons and heavy artillery. Feel like a furious dinosaur and
destroy the city!

Feel free to share your feedback in comments.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/831520/Jurassic_City_Walk/?beta=0
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